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Abstract: Critical chain and buffer management has known to present a viable approach for constructing a 

robust project schedules and to propose a new control tool for monitoring the project progress and detecting the 

project deviations timely. In this paper the focus lies on buffer management system, more precisely on 

determination of allowable buffer consumption pattern, and introduced a new buffer monitoring approach which 

produced by applying earned value management (EVM) concepts on buffer threshold. We show how the buffer 

monitoring system can be complementary with EVM concepts and can produce a more reliable project control 

process which correctly differentiate the accepted and unaccepted deviations.  
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1. Introduction  

While delivering project on time is a critical factor for project success but late project delivery is nowadays 

still commons. According to the annual global survey of PMI, only 49% of projects have been completed timely, 

therefore there are projects which have been delivered beyond the pre-defined time objectives [16]. Hence a 

proper approach for managing project should be improved to meet the project predefined objectives. 

Critical chain project management outcome the application of theory of constraint (TOC) was proposed by 

Goldartt in 1997 [5]. It has shown to provide a new technique to construct a proper project schedule with 

considering resource constraints and make robust schedule by inserting various types of buffers (project buffer, 

feeding buffers and resource buffers). Besides proposing a new scheduling technique, it has also introduced a 

new control system to improve the schedule performance during project execution phase to meet predefined 

deadline. The mechanism of proposing control system is based on monitoring the buffers, and so warning signals 

would be generated when the project deadline is expected to be exceeded by monitoring buffers. Therefore the 

size of buffers and how they are monitored, are critical factors in successful application of CCPM [10] and [8]. 

The main aim of this paperis based on the section of control system and improving the buffer monitoring system. 

In this way the concepts of EVM were applied and new tolerance limits for buffer consumption in each phase of 

project were introduced. 

The paper is organized as follows, section 2 provides some studies about critical chain and buffer 

management. In section 3, a popular buffer management system is introduced and a brief description of that is 

presented. Section 4 presents EVM/ES method which has the main role in our approach. Our new approach is 

showed and cleared in section 5 and finally in the last section, the conclusion and future research directions are 

drawn.  

2. Literature Review 

The idea of critical chain and buffer management was introduced by Goldartt in 1997 at first and become a 

new researching subject in academic world (for example, [17], [18], [20] and [14]). In [6], authors tried to 

represent the capability of critical chain method and checked the merits and pitfalls of that. The critical chain 

method was developed not only in academic societies but also some companies began to apply it in project 

management [4].  In [1], by a case study, was shown that by application of critical chain method in company, 

quality and safety of works were maximized, and time and cost were minimized.  
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As mentioned before, the size of buffers is one of the critical factors in successful application of CCPM, so 

the vast majority of critical chain management researches is based on the determination of the proper buffer 

size. . Two popular and pioneer buffer sizing techniques named, cut a paste method (C&PM) and route and 

square error method (RSEM) that respectively mentioned in [5] and [13]. Then in [19], were proposed two new 

adaptive buffer sizing procedures which seem to be more reliable than previous methods. Other researchers 

focused on different aspects of project and organizations and considered other conditions affected on the size of 

buffers.  A detailed study of this section is outside the scope of this paper and readers can refer to some 

researches, for example, [21], [2] and [9]. 

The main aim of this paper is related to the section of buffer monitoring system, therefore the rest of this 

section is about the literature of buffer monitoring system. 

The first buffer monitoring system was introduced by Goldartt (1997) and the green-yellow- red monitoring 

system was proposed. This system divides the project buffer in to three parts which represents the three region of 

decision zones. In this system, two constant action thresholds are determined which distinguish these zones [5]. 

The second buffer monitoring system which is described in [11], was not considered constant action threshold. 

In this approach, again, three region of decision zones were considered but supposed that the two action 

threshold of buffer are linearly allocated during the project. In [7], author put forward a new CC/BM-based 

schedule monitoring procedure that evaluates the probability of successful project completion relative to the cost 

of crashing and that determines when to expedite which activity in a cost-effective manner. in [8] author 

incorporated the activity sensitivity measure into the buffer monitoring process, enabling the management team 

to estimate the risk of project delays on the whole and to identify high-risk activities in particular when taking 

expediting actions. In [3] the application of buffer concept from critical chain management in earned value 

management/ earned schedule (EVM/ES) is illustrated and linearly tolerance limits were proposed for the 

EVM/ES schedule performance metrics SPI (t) and SV (t). In the other research, authors set tolerance limits for 

EVM/ES schedule performance metrics EVM/ES by allocating project buffer over the different project phases 

and new metrics have been developed [12]. 

3. Buffer Monitoring System 

Buffer monitoring system is a kind of approach for controlling project. This approach uses buffers to 

measure project performance.  The existing buffer monitoring system mainly follows the practice established by 

Goldartt (1997) for production operation. In this approach, three regions with static action threshold were 

proposed, in [11] author questioned Goldratt’s static monitoring notion, and he recommended the two buffer 

trigger lines to vary linearly over the planned duration of the project considering the fact that the uncertainty 

might decrease as the project progresses. This approach is known to RBMA and has been described 

comprehensively and accurately in [7]. We choose this approach as the representative method to show the 

mechanism of buffer monitoring system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: buffer threshold 
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According to this system, the buffer is divided into three regions and buffer trigger points are set to activate 

management actions. By comparing the actual project implementation against the baseline schedule at time 

instant t (see Figure 1), one can easily calculate how much of the buffer is consumed and the region of system 

said, determined. If buffer consumption is negative or in green region, no action is recommended and the 

remaining buffer can be enough to the rest of the project. In yellow region management team should plan action 

to speed of the execution of remaining task and finally in red region, management team should immediately take 

action to recover buffer. 

4. Earned Value Management 

Earned value management is a methodology used to measure and communicate the real physical progress of 

a project and to integrate the three critical elements of project (time, cost and scope). EVM uses three key 

metrics to measure the progress of a project, namely planned value (PV), earned value (EV) and actual cost (AC). 

In figure 2, the graphic view of EVM data is presented. The curve shows the cumulative amount of value that is 

planned at every period during life cycle of project (according to PV curve). EV is periodically measured and 

presented a measure of the work performed, expressed in terms of the budget authorized for that work. AC is 

also periodically measured and presented the realized cost incurred for the work performed on an activity during 

a specific time period. Based on these three metrics, the status of project schedule and cost performance would 

be determined [12] and [15]. 

In the next section the application of EVM basics in proposed buffer monitoring system has been shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig 2: EVM basic concepts: chart form 

5. Integration of Buffer Monitoring System and Earned Value Management  

As mentioned before in literature, authors in [3] and [12] applied buffer management concept in EVM 

method to produce a new tolerance limits for SPI (t) and SV (t) metrics. In this section, we applied EVM 

concepts to construct an improved buffer monitoring system.  Traditionally, the allowable buffer consumption is 

set linear with the project duration. More precisely, at x% of project make span, x% of predefined buffer is 

allowed to consume. In this assumed pattern, the amount of work during project was not considered, so the 

efficiency of this pattern in real project application would be decreased. To cover this defect, we decide to 

improve the pattern of allowable buffer consumption and consider the amount of work in each stage of project in 

designing the allowable buffer consumption pattern. 

As mentioned before, EVM is a methodology used to measure and communicate the real physical progress 

of a project. PV curve shows the planned amount of work during project execution. So in order to determine an 

allowable buffer consumption in each stage of project execution which considers the amount of work planned, 

we use PV curve and illustrate buffer consumption pattern based on PV curve. In figure (3) our new approach 

for buffer consumption pattern is presented.  
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               Fig 2: a new approach of buffer monitoring system 

Unlike the common practice that the buffer divided to three region (green, yellow and red) and two action 

threshold were determined, our approach contains one buffer threshold and two regions. If the region of buffer 

consumption is below the buffer threshold, it means that the remaining buffer can be enough to protect the 

variation of the unfinished activities, so no action is recommended. But if buffer consumption is over buffer 

threshold, it means that buffer is consumed more than plan, and there is high probability that remaining buffer is 

not sufficient to protect the delay of project. So management team should focus more and be ready to take 

corrective actions. 

6. Conclusion 

Buffer management is a kind of project control tool which uses buffer to protect project performance. The 

main aim of this paper is, present an improved buffer consumption pattern which is more reasonable and 

applicable in real projects. More precisely we highlight the amount of work to determine the allowable buffer 

consumption in each stage of project.  For this purpose, we introduced a new buffer consumption pattern which 

is produced by integrating with EVM method. We think our proposed approach can cause a new way for future 

study in critical chain and buffer management area. This idea should be completed (determining the applying 

steps of this method) and compared to the previous methods to testify its effectiveness.   
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